TELEPHONE No. 710...

TABLE TELEPHONE WITH PROVISION FOR 1 TO 4 PRESS-BUTTONS

FIG. 1 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNEXIONS AS ISSUED

NOTES:
A. Telephone No. 710 CB is no longer stocked. When a dial-less instrument is needed, a Telephone No. 708 should be requisitioned, and a Dial-Auto Dummy No. 6A fitted.

B. The regulator is made inoperative when it is reversed in the jack. In that condition Points A, B, and C are connected together.

C. When extension bell is required remove Strap T11-T19 and connect bell A Switch No. 5A-4 with button 3D8/2/262 may be connected blue to T17, Slate and Brown to T16, to control the extension bell. Where this arrangement will not meet the customer's requirements, a Switch No. 2A may be fitted in a suitable position and wired to short circuit the extension bell.

D. Early issues have dial Brown conductor to Gravity Spring 4, instead of T2. This lead should be removed and a Cord, Inst. 1/42E Brown connected between 03 and T3.

REFERENCES
Telecommunications Instructions Maintenance E582706
Installation C38/003
Auxiliary Units Dgm. N648
Press-Buttons Dgm. N649
Extension plan arrangements See appropriate ext. plan dgn.
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